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ABSTRACT 
Suppose that the linear system A”x = b is consistent. The problem of finding the 
solution x to rninAHzXh +IIr - ~11; is studied, where A E cnx”‘, b E 6)“, x, p E C”, 
and A, b, p are given. When A, b, and p are perturbed, an error bound for the 
solution r is obtained. Roundoff error bounds for the singular value decomposition 
method, the column pivoting method, and the rank revealing method are obtained. 
The results in this paper extend those of Arioli, Laratta, and Menchi to the case when 
A is not of full rank and either m Q n or m > n. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ctnxn (,‘“‘“> be the set of m x n matrices with complex (real) 
entries, and ~2’~ = cP’xl be the set of m-dimensional vectors. For a matrix 
A E cPnX”, let AH E cnx”’ be the (complex) conjugate transpose of A (when 
A E WnX”, we denote AT= AH), A+ E cnx’, the pseudoinverse of A, 
Rank(A) the rank of A, R(A) the range of A, N(A) the null space of A, 
II*II = ~~~~~2 the spectral norm and II*llF the Frobenius norm, and K(A)= IIAll. 
((A+ II the (spectral) condition number of A. 
*This work was carried out when the author was visiting Michigan State University, East 
Lansing, MI 48824. 
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Consider the following problem: For given A E CnXm, b E C’” with 
b E R(AH), p E C”, f’ d m a vector r* E C” satisfying the following conditions: 
(1.1) 
Another problem related to the above one is, when A, b, and p are 
perturbed to A + 6A, b + 6b, and p + 6p, respectively, how sensitive the 
solution for (1.1) will be to the perturbations. 
There has been a lot of literature considering these two problems for the 
case of m < n, A, b, p real, and A of full rank. In this paper, we study the 
above problems for general case, obtain the unique solution x* to (l.l), and 
give upper bounds on the relative errors in x* and in u* = Af(p - IX*). We 
make use of the ideas of Wedin [7] on perturbation theory to extend the 
results in [l, 21. 
In Section 2, we list some basic concepts and properties of the pseudoin- 
verses of matrices, their projections, their singular value decompositions, and 
perturbation theory. In Section 3, we deduce the results for the problem 
(l.l), and obtain upper bounds for ]]&rl]/]]x*I] and /]~u]]/]]u*/] when com- 
puting x* and u*. In Section 4, we briefly discuss the implementation of 
computing x*. In Section 5, we derive the roundoff error analysis. Finally, in 
Section 6 we conclude with some remarks. 
2. PROJECTIONS, PSEUDOINVERSES, AND SINGULAR 
VALUE DECOMPOSITIONS 
In this section, we list some basic identities and study some perturbation 
properties of pseudoinverses, the matrix representations of the projections 
that are used in this paper. 
Let A E Cnxm. Then the unique pseudoinverse A+ E Cmxn of A is 
completely characterized by the following identities: 
AA+ = (AA+)H, A+A = (A+A)~, AA+A = A, A+AA+ = A+. 
(2.1) 
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It is easy to verify by means of (2.1) the following properties: 
LEMMA 2.1. 
(AH)+ = (A+)H, (AA~)+ = (A”)+A+, (AHA)+ = A+(A”)+, 
A+ = A~(AA~)+ = (AHA)+A~, (AH)+ = A(AHA)+ = (AAH)+A. (2.2) 
The orthogonal projection onto a subspace X is denoted by Px. The 
following identities are well known: 
P R(A)=~+=(A+)~A~, PNcA~)=z- pRcA), 
(2.3) 
PR(A”) = AH(A+ )” = A+A, 
We also need the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 2.2. 
P R(AHA)= ‘RCA+ P R(AA”) = ‘R(A) 
(2.4) 
P N(AHA)= 'h'(A)> P H =P NCAA ) N(AH). 
Proof, In the first identity of (2.3), we replace A by AHA to obtain 
P R(AHA, =(AHA).(~HA)+=~H(~+)(~+)H 
= AH(A+)H~H(~+)H = Add = pRcAHj, 
and so 
PN(AHA) = Z - PRcA~Aj = Z - PRcA~) = PNcAj. 
The two other identities can be obtained in a similar way. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let A, B E Cnx”‘. Then 
B+-A+=-B+(B-A)Af+BiPN(A~)-PN(B~A+, (2.5a) 
(PB)+-(A%)+= -(BH~)+(B1fB-~%)(~H~)+ 
+ (B”B)+ PN@) - &,(AHA)+. (2.5b) 
Proof. See [5, Th eorem 8.51 and apply Lemma 2.2. W 
Next we discuss the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix 
A E ,:“‘xn. It is well known that there exist unitary matrices U = (u,, . . . , u,,,) 
EC “‘x”’ and V=(ur,...,u,,)~C”~~ and real numbers a,aua,> ... au, 
> 0 with 1 = min(m, n), such that U”‘AV = C = diag(or, . , ul). Let Rank(A) 
= r < E. Then the following results can be found in [3, 51. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let A, E E C”““. Then 
CT1 > . . . ~u,>O=u,+,= ... =a,, 
IlAll = ~12 IJA+ II = a,‘> K(A) = llAll.llA+ II = (+, /u,.> (2.6) 
where U, = (uI,. ..,u,) and V, = (or ,..., v,) are the first r columns of U and 
V, respectively, and X1 = diag(u,, . . . , ur,>. 
ikt the singular values of A and A + E be ranged both in decreasing 
order. Then 
IdA + E) - (~kt-4)) G II ElL k = l,...,Z. (2.7) 
LEMMA 2.5. L,et A E @“‘xn and the SVD for A be UHAV= 2. Suppose 
that Rank(A) = r, and let U = (U,, U,), V = <VI, V,), where U, and V, are the 
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first r columns of U and V, respectively. Then 
P R(AH) = vlvlH, P N(A)=~- PR(AH)=V~V~, 
(2.8) 
P R(A) = u,“,H, P,,7@“, = 1 - PR(A) = u,u,“. 
3. THE ERROR ESTIMATE FOR THE PROJECTION ONTO A 
LINEAR MANIFOLD 
In this section, we study the solution for the projection of a point onto a 
linear manifold, and deduce the error bound for this solution due to the 
perturbation of the data. First of all, we have the following 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that A E CnXm, b E C”‘, r,p E C” with b E 
R(A” ). Then the unique solution x * to the problem 
min f]]x - pII2 
A”x = b 
(3.1) 
has the formula 
x*=(AH)+b+PNCA,,jp=(AH)+b+[I-(A’f)+AH]p. (3.2) 
Zf we denote u* by 
U* = (AHA)+(AHp - b), (3.3) 
then the following relations hold: 
p-r*=Au*, AHx* = b, u”=A+ (P - x*). (3.4) 
Proof. It is well known (e.g. [4, 51) that any solution x to the system 
A”x = b has the form 
x=(AH)+b+ y 
with y E N(AH). Note that (AH)’ b E R(A) [see (2.211 and iV(A”) I R(A). 
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so 
Then x is a solution to the problem (3.1) if and only if y = PNCA~,p. This 
proves (3.2) and the uniqueness of the solution. Using (3.2), (3.3), and (2.21, 
we obtain 
p - x* = (AH)+(AHp - b) = A(AHA)+(AHp - b) = AU*. 
AHx* = b because b E R(AH) and x* is a solution to AHx = b. From (2.21, 
(3% (3.3), 
u*=(ArlA)+(AHp-b)=A+[(AH)+(AHp-b)] =A+(p-x*). n 
u* defined in (3.3) is called the vector of Lagrange multipliers. 
To provide error bounds for the solution and the Lagrange multipliers, 
we assume that 
A #0, b#0, p+0, x* z0, u* #0. 
Next, we have the following 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A, A= A + 6A E Cnx”‘. Zj 116AII* [iA+ II < 1, then - 
Rank(x) > Rank(A). If 1(6All.(IA+ /I < 1 and Rank(A) = Rank(A), then 
IV+ II 
‘l’+l’ G 1 - /(A+ 11. ll6All ’ (3.5) 
Proof. (3.5) can be found in [5, Theorem 8.151. 
Using 116All*(IA+ 11 < 1 and noting /iA+ I( = a,‘, we have 
??,&(lA+ II-‘- I16AII=IIA+II-1(1-l16AlI.IIA+II)>0. (3.6) 
So Rank(x) > r = Rank(A). 
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Now we are ready to present the main results of this section. 
TIIEOREM 3.2. Let A, b, p be defined in Theorem 3.1, A= A + 6A E 
Cnx”‘, 6 = b + 6b E C”‘, 3 = p + 6p EC”. Suppose that 116All-(IA+ II < 1 and 
Rank(x) = Rank(A). Let f = x* + 6x and ii = u* + 6u be of the forms 
x = (A”)+& +PN(p,)T)’ (3.7) 
respectively. Denote 
IIWI IIWI 
&“=j$ El, = -jq> 
and E,,=!f!!. 
IIPII 
Then 
ll6xll IIPII IIAII. IIu*ll ~- 
llx*ll =z Ilx*ll ‘&v+ IIx*ll 
(3.9) 
IIWI 
- < R(A) 
IIPII 
IIu*ll IIAII. IIu*ll 
‘,I + ‘A 
+ R(A)” 
llbll IIx*ll 
IIAll”. IIu*llF” + IIAII. llu*ll 
&A + K(A)EAT (3.10) 
where R(A) = K(A)/[~ - K(A)E~I. 
Proof. Subtracting (3.2) from (3.71, we get 
6x = [(i?)+& + Phrcx,,@] - [(A”)+b + P,,,rr,p] 
=(A”)+ 6b+ l’YCa,,,6p-(A’1)+(GA)“p 
-[(Zj)+-(A”)+](A”~-b). (3.11) 
Applying (2.5a) with B, A replaced by A”, A”, respectively, and making use 
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of A’*p - b E R(A”) and so P.yCAj(A”~j - h) = 0, we obtain 
-[(;iff)+-(A”)+]( A’$, - h) = [(x”)+@A)” + P,~,,,,](A”)+(A”p - b) 
=(A”)+(GA)“(p-x*)+ PxCx,,jAu* 
= (A”)+(SA)“p -(A”)+(GA)“r* 
+ PNCA,,)(A- 6A)u*. (3.12) 
Substituting (3.12) into (3.11), we have 
G llx+ Il(llS~~ll+ llW~Il~*II) + IlGll+ llWl~ll~*ll~ (3.13) 
and so 
II&Al IIPII Wll II~“II~IIAII -- - 
+ IIPII IIx*ll + IIAII IIx*II 
IPII IIAII. IIu*II 
IIAII.IIx*II~‘~ IIx*ll 
.&I\. 
This is the inequality (3.9). To derive (3.101, we subtract (3.3) from (3.8) to 
have 
--+ --+ 
=(A”A) (AIv~-s~)+(A”A) (6A)“p 
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Making use of (2.5b) in which we replace B with A, we obtain 
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=- [(~H~)+(~H~-A”~)+ PNC$* 
= -(@@+&A 
- -+ 
u* - (AHA) (~A)‘IAu* - Pi++*, (3.14) 
and so 
ll~ull=II - - X+ ap - (A~{A)+ 6b - x+ ~AU* 
- -+ 
+(AHA) (GA)H(p-A~*)- P,(,+*II 
G llx+ Il(ll~~ll+ ll6All. lb*ll) + llx+ Il”(ll~bll+ II~AII. Ilx*ll) + IIPm~u*ll. 
(3.15) 
Now 
= (Zf-(t3A)H)(~+)‘fu*, 
we have from PNcxjxH = 0 that 
Consequently, we obtain from (3.151, (3.161, and (3.5) 
IIWI 
- < 2(A) 
IIPII 
IIu*ll llAll* IIu*ll 
&,, + ‘A 
+ I?( A)2 
llbll llx*ll 
IIAll”II~*IIE’~ + IIAII. Ib*ll 
eA + ELK. 
This is the inequality (3.10). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
(3.16) 
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REMARK. The error bound for ]]Sx]l/ ]]r*l] in (3.9) is the same as in (6a) 
of [l], and the one for ]jSu]]/ I/U*]/ in (3.10) is the same as in (6b) of [l] except 
the last term KEY. While in [l] the estimates are valid only for m < n and 
A of full rank, in this case x is also of full rank and so PNCxj = 0. So when 
Rank(A) = m, we get exactly the same estimates as in [l]. 
Note that 
llbll IIA”x*lI 
’ = IIAll~ll~*Il = IIAIl~ll~*Il ’ ” 
llpll = ll~* + Au*ll ~ 1 + IIAII. IIu*ll 
IIx*ll IIx*ll IIx*ll ’ 
IIPII IIPII llxYll 
IIN. IIu*ll = iii ’ IIAII. IIu*ll ” + 
IIx*ll 
IIAII. Ib*ll ’ 
(3.17) 
and if W(A) = IJA](. ]]u*ll/ I]x*l], we have 
IIP - x*11 IIP - x*ll 
IIx*ll 
<W(A) < K(A) 
IIx*II 
(3.18) 
We obtain easily from Theorem 3.2, (3.17), and (3.18) the following results 
(compare with [l, 21). 
COHOLLARY 3.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, 
ll~xll 
- < E,, + W(A)(e, + &,,I + k(A)(&A + YE,,) 
IIx*ll 
=G &,I +W(A)(&A + “,,I + R(A)(&t, + &,>I> 
IIWI @A) 
- 
IIu*ll ’ W(A) 
- [Ed, + W(A)(&A + “,,I + ~(A)(EA + YE,,)] + K(A)EA 
(3.19) 
R(A) 
G W(A) [E,, + WWA + F~J+ W>h, + &,A] + 4%. (3.20) 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Uncler the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, 
G (I+ “‘,,;;,*” ) &,I + K(A) ‘I;,-;,*“E~ + R(A)& + E,>), (3.21) 
IIW 
- < R(A) 
IIPII 
lJ~*ll IIP - x*11 
,,;‘r;*,, (YE,, + &A) + K(A)&, 
<k(A) 
IlPll IIx*ll 
IIP - x*ll IIP - x*ll 
(&,I + &A) + K(A)&,. 
(3.22) 
RE.MARK. We see from the error estimate that the upper bound 
l]Su]]/ ]]u*]] depends on R(A)” as well as e(A). It makes the error of the 
Lagrange multipliers U* much more sensitive to the perturbation of the data 
than that in the solution x* which depends on R(A). In the next section, we 
just supply the method of computing x*. 
4. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 
In this section, we give three algorithms for computing x*. We only 
consider the case A E Rnx’“, b E R”‘, p E R”, and Rank(A) < min(m n) > . 
(There is a large literature on the full rank case. See, e.g., [l, 21 for r = m < n 
and [S, 51 for r = n < m.) 
A. SVD Algorithm 
The first algorithm is based on the singular value decomposition for AT. 
Let the SVD for A be 
A = UxVT = U,CiV;l [see (2.6)1. (4.1) 
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Then 
AT = VI&U,‘, (AT)+ = CJ,X.;‘Vrr, 
r*=(Z-(AT)+AT)p+(AT)+b 
=(I-U,U,T)p+U,(~~‘V~b) 
=p- t uju;p+ i ujdj (4.2) 
j=l j=l 
with d =(d ,,..., d,)T= C,‘VFb. 
The widely used algorithms for the SVD are the Golub-Resinsch version 
and the Chan version. The first step is to generate the Householder matrices 
H and Q such that 
HATQT = 
‘b,, h2 0 
b ‘. 22 
0 ..: 1 br-,,l = B b,, (4.3) 
is an m X n upper bidiagonal matrix with I= min{m, n}. The second step is 
to generate the SVD for B using an iteration procedure. For a detailed 
description, see [3]. 
B. QR Algorithms 
The other two algorithms are based on the QR factorization. Let m 2 n. 
Then 
d 11 ... d Ir ... d In 
@-c ‘.. 1 P (4.4) 
0 d . . . rr d r” 
with H E [WtnX” having pairwise orthogonal columns hj, F E Iwnx” a permu- 
tation matrix, d,, . . . d,, # 0, and DT E Iw”“. The matrix H is the product 
of orthogonal matrices, H = S, * . . S,, where Si annihilates the elements 
storedat ~~+r,~ ,..., a,,,, for i=l,..., n. Then we make use of QR factoriza- 
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tion once more on D, to get 
D=QR, ATP = H, R:‘Q; (4.5) 
with R E [w”x’ an upper triangular (nonsingular) matrix; Q E R” x’l having 
pairwise orthogonal columns qi; H, and Q, being the first r columns of H 
and Q, respectively; and R, E Iwrx” nonsingular. Then we get 
(4.6) 
where cl = Cd,,. , d,jT= (RT)Y’H,Tb. Then 
x* = Py*. (4.7) 
There are two methods for handling rank deficient problems in imple- 
menting (4.4): the column pivoting strategy and the rank revealing method. 
(a) CoEumn pivoting strutegy (CPQR). In this method, the permutation 
matrix p is determined so that for j = 1,. . . , n, before performing the jth 
orthogonal transformation, we compute A, = (C;l,j u;,~)“’ for k = j, . . . , n. 
Then we make a column interchange such that Aj = maxj 4 k Q ,I A,. The 
resulting upper triangular matrix DT satisfies 
Idiil a Id~kl for jai, k >i, i=l ,...,n-1, 
2’-‘ldiil < q < (n - i + 1)1’21diil, i=l,...,n, (4.8) 
where ai are the singular values of A’ (Chapters 6 and 14 of [S]). 
(b) Rank reoeuling method (RRQR). In this method, one first computes 
any QR factorization ATr = HD with E upper triangular. Then for i = n, 
n-l,..., r + 1, let R,, + (leading i X i block of E), determine the permuta- 
tion Pi by computing the singular vector ci of R, 1 corresponding to 
u,,,~,,( R, 1>, and perform a new QR factorization. The finally resulting upper 
triangular matrix D satisfies 
IdijJ < 2J-‘Gui, r+lGi<j<n, (4.9) 
where i?SZ is the lower right j X j block of 0, and aj are the singular values 
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of A. Here 6,,_j+i and I]@,11 are computable u posteriori lower and upper 
bounds for on_>+ 1 
discussion, see 191. 
respectively, and cj > 0 is some constant. For detailed 
REMARK. In this section and the next, we assume m > n. When m < n, 
then (4.4) and (4.5) are changed to 
AP=Q f, [ 1 (4.4), 
DT = HRT, (AP)T = H,R;Q:‘, (4.51, 
respectively, with all the matrices having appropriate dimensions. Then the 
discussions in these two sections proceed in exactly the same way. 
5. ROUNDOFF ERROR ANALYSIS 
In this section we derive the relative error for the solution x* due to 
roundoff with mixed precision arithmetic of relative precisions 7 and T’, and 
assume r = Rank(A) < I= min{m,n), k(A)(nz + n)fi~ -=z 1. We assume that 
no overflow or underflow occurs. 
A. The Roundoff Errors for Matrix Decompositions and Buck Sulxtitutions 
(u) The Sing&r Vulue Decomposition. Because of roundoff, (4.1) is 
replaced by 
A + E, = t?$$‘, (5.1) 
where fi = t.?(i)fi(‘) and 0 = ~(‘r~(‘), in which -!?(I) and q(l) are the products 
of at most I computed Householder matrices for bidiagonalization, and fi@) 
and p(‘) are the products of computed Givens matrices for iteration process. 
The total number of iterations is about 21, and 
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are computed singular values (see, e.g., [3, 51). Then E, satisfies [5, 111 
llElllF Q (WI +4~~~77)llAll, + O(+) (5.2) 
(t = 6,7.5,11,85 [8, 111 for Givens transformations). 
In the practical computations, one sets er+r = . . . = cFl = 0. So we have 
A*=A+E=fi fir&’ 
1 1 1, (5.3) 
where A, and 6, are the first r columns of O and O, respectively, and 
R, = diag(8, + S 1 ,..., 6,. + 6,), with ]S,l <[n + O(~2)1&j, j = 1,. ..,r. The Sj 
are due to roundoff errors in back substitution. So in (5.31, 
IIEIIF G IIJVF + 77ll&ll, +(I - Ye+1 + OW) 
with 
C=C(n,m)=581+4Zmt. (5.5) 
Note that 
er+1 =s lIEIll G c( n>mhllAll, + 0h2h 
(b) The QR Decomposition. In implementing (4.4), one may use CPQR 
or RRQR to detect numerically the rank of A and to obtain the reliable 
results for rank deficient problems. Then we have instead of (4.4) 
(A + E,)TP = AtiT (5.6) 
with CT an upper triangular matrix, 
where iij satisfy (4.8) or (4.91, respectively. 
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and perform QR decomposition on fir. Then 
(5.7) 
Combining (5.6) and (5.7), and adding the error matrix due to back substitu- 
tion, we obtain 
(A + E)? = fi,l?,t?T, (5.6) 
where for CPQR, 
C=C(n,m) = 
29( 1 + r) (Householder [5]), 
t(n+m+Z+r-4) (Givens [ll]), 
(5.IO)i 
while for RRQR, 
C=C(n,m)= 
i 
29(2+?-)+(Z-r)rnt (Householder), 
(m+n+Z+r--4)t+(Z-r)mt (Givens). 
(5JO)a 
REMARK. In the matrix decompositions, we set qank(A + E) = r to 
obtain reliable results. (In the SVD, we set cFr+i = . . . = &[ = 0; in the 
CPQR and RRQR, we set fi a2 =0.> In the practical applications, however, 
the rank of A may not be known a priori; it also should be determined 
during the numerical implementations. One may make the following choices. 
Pick a parameter u; > 0 of the order of the machine precision, w = 0(/q). 
Then there exists a number R, called the numerical rank (or pseudorank) of 
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A, such that 
(1) in the SVD, 
whence we set &R+ r = * * * = el = 0; 
(2) in the CPQR, 
whence we set iij = 0 for i, j > R + 1; 
(3) in the RRQR, 
IIG2+111F Q w, 
whence we set DzRzf ’ = 0. 
For a well-conditioned problem [i.e., K(A)w < 11, the above procedures will 
give us the right answer, R = r. On the contrary, if K(A)w N 1 or K(A)w > 1, 
then the problem will be ill conditioned, and in this case, R z r usually. See 
[3,5,9, lo] for detailed discussion and [12] for an interval analysis method for 
this problem. 
B. The Error Bound for x* Due to Numerical Matrix Decomposition 
Let 
~1=e^,(e^Te^,)-‘(BT)-1(liTli,)-1li,Tb+[z-e^l(~:.BIL)-1e~]p. (5.11) 
Then we have, from Corollary 3.2 and the facts that RanHA + E) = r and 
IIAIIF G fill AlI, 
THEOREM 5.1. Zf IIEIIF*IIA+II cl, then 
IIP - x*11 
g(A)+dA) IIx*ll ) (5.12a) 
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C,=C,(n,m)= 
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(C+1)~+(Z-r)1’2~~+1/~11All (SVD), 
(1-t C>fi +(l- ~~1’21~~+~.~+ll/~Il~II (CPQR), 
(I+ C)fi + ll~&/~llAII @RQR). 
(5.12b) 
Then we have 
THEOREM 5.2. Zf llA1ll Q 1, IWAI < 1, then 
llxz - ~111 =Gll~,ll” ~(~~)ll‘blIll~,lI+ 1 114,;“,,,11x1 - PII). (5.13) 
Proof. It can be shown that 
Because ~~A2~~ < 1, 
II(B;TB^1)-1-Z/I=I(Ae(Z+A2)-111~ ,!$,! 
2 
II> 
11x2 -XIII G 114112 
II~AI 
I_ llA211 11x1 - ~ll+ ‘@,)ll‘hllkll . 
) 
n 
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Now llblll = 1+ O(T), IIAill Q C( n, rn)q + 0(q2>, i = 1,2. If K(A)C~?J < 1, 
then it turns out that 
K( fi,) < 
1+17c, 
I- ‘7C,‘dA) 
K(A). 
So we reach 
COROLLARY 5.1. If ~(A)c,(n, rn)q < 1, then 
i 
1 
lb, - XIII G C(n,mh 
l-C(n,?+llX’-PJl 
1+ 77C,(n,m) 
+ I-- ~(A)C,(n,m)v ~(A)lk,ll + o(+) (5.14) 
C. The Roundofl Error Analysis 
Now we are ready to derive the error bound II? - r*ll, where Z is the 
solution computed with mixed precision arithmetic. 
Let b, be the computed version of ATI?. Then from [5, 81, 
b, = IjTb + 66 (5.15) 
with IlSbll/ llbll < C,( n, ml7 + O($), where 
1+21Jz (SVD), 
C, = C,(n,m) = 
I (CPQR), 1 +(Z - r)m (RRQR) (Householder), 
m+n-2(CPQR), m+n-2 
+ (I - r)4Z (RRQR) (Givens). 
(5.16), 
Let 
(Householder), (5.16)~ 
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and d,, p2 be the computed versions of e^,(RT)-‘b, and (I- B,Oy>p, 
respectively. Then 
So we obtain 
THEOREM 5.3. Let X be the computed version of x *, with mixed precision 
arithmetic. Then if K(A)C~~ < 1, 
IF - x2ll =G (C2 + Gh 
K(A) 
I-- K(A)‘vI 
11~*11+5%7711~ll+ 0(v2). (5.18) 
Proof. From (5.14), (5.151, (5.17) and IIfi,‘II = 1+ O(T), 118111 = 1+ O(T), 
we have 
K(A) 
G (c2 + Gh 1_ K(A)77C, lI~*ll+2c,7IllPlI+ oh2). n 
Combining Theorems 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and Corollary 5.1, we finally reach 
THEOREM 5.4. lit A E [WnXm, b E Iw”‘, p E [w”, Rank(A)= T < 1, and 
b E RCA=>. LRt x* be the solution to (1.0, and X be computed with mixed 
precision arithmetic. If KOCH < 1, then 
IIF - -r*ll ~ llr* - Xlll + 11x2 - Xlll + Ilf - Q,ll 
lIx*ll llx*ll llx*ll llx*ll ’ 
(5.19) 
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where 
lb* - Xlll IIP - x*11 
Ilr*ll 
< TC#( A) + T$,K( A) 
IIx*ll 
+ OW)> 
II%, - Xlll 
<TC 
l+ K(A) 
IIx*ll I- ‘dA)vC, 
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+77c 
1+ @,‘dA) 
+ ‘?C,‘dA) 
1 + K(A) 
1 
IIP - x*11 
l-T/C I- 6,‘dA) IIx*ll 
II, - %zll 
p<2c,q+(c,+c3)q 
K(A) 
IIx*ll 
+2c 77 IIP - x*ll 
l- T$~K(L’!) 3 IIx*ll 
+ OW), 
where C, C,, C,, and C, are defined in (5.5), (5.1O)i, (5.1O)a, (5.13), (5.16)i, 
and (5.16)a. 
REMARKS. 
(1) In practical computations, if Rank(A) = r < 1, one would like to 
obtain small numbers for c?r+j (SVD) or l]fi’2211 (CPQR and RRQR) to reveal 
rank deficiency. For SVD and RRQR, we have 
‘r+j =G O(nhllAllFp j=l ,...,n-r, (5.20) 
II~~~IIF =G O(nhllAllFT (5.21) 
respectively, so that in (5.13), C,( n,m) = O(nfi) for these two cases. But for 
CPQR, (5.21) is not always satisfied. Then dropping fig2 would introduce a 
big error. See Example 1 of [9]. 
(2) If a, x=. O(n)qllA(I,, th en K(A)C,~ -=z 1 for SVD and RRQP. Then 
the relative error 11X - x*11/ llx*ll will be small. When a, < O(n)~llAll,, then 
the computed solution X is not reliable. Recently, Demmel and Kahan [lo] 
developed an algorithm for computing small singular values of a bidiagonal 
matrix; they obtained the following result: 
pj - a,[ < O(n)r/ai. (5.22) 
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So their algorithm may compute small singular values accurately. But even 
when A is such a bidiagonal matrix, a,. >> O(n)q11All, is also necessary to 
obtain accurate solution f, for in the iteration process a roundoff error for the 
matrix A of order O(n)q1lAll, is introduced. 
6. CONCLUSION 
Error bounds for 116xll/IIx*ll and 116ull/Ilu*ll have been obtained for 
general cases when A is not of full rank and A E Cnxn with either m < n or 
m 2 n. The upper bound for II&X/I/ IIz*ll is exactly the same as obtained in [l, 
21; that for 116ull/IIu*ll is th e same except for an extra term K(A)&* [when 
Rank(x) = Rank(A) = m < n, this term does not appear in the inequality, 
because in this case PNcxj = 01. The relative error for x* is bounded by the 
products of the relative perturbations in the data and the term Z(A), while 
the relative error for u* depends on the products of the relative perturba- 
tions in the data and the term R(A)’ as well as i?(A), and therefore is more 
sensitive to the perturbations of the data when the condition number K(A) is 
large. 
Computer implementations for computing x* in the general cases (A is 
not of full rank; either m < n or m > n> have been presented with well-known 
numerical methods. When the roundoff errors are considered, the relative 
errors for computing x* with these methods have been obtained, based on 
the estimates in Theorem 3.2 and Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2. 
We thank the referee for useful suggestions. 
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